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Title word cross-reference

\* [DC85, JN88].  */ [DC85].

-GLA [Gra88c, Gra88a, Gra88b]. -like [Ros87b]. -or- [Ros88, Spe88]. -v [Pik83].

/*/ [DC85]. /etc/passwd [Hoo83]. /rdb [Man83a, Man83b].

1 [Kol86, Tor83a, Tor83b, Wil83b, Wil83c]. 1-2-3 [TK88a, TK88b]. 1/2 [Kri84a, Kri84b]. 1/2-inch [Kri84a, Kri84b]. 11 [Kar83]. 11/44 [Tuo82]. 11/780 [GM82a, GM82b, Tuo82]. 11s [See83].

12/84 [Wei85a, Wei85b]. 16-bit [Bis83]. 1988 [Til88].

2 [Bak89, Bam85a, Bam85b, Car87c, DO85, Pow84]. 2-D [Bam85a, Bam85b]. 2-inch [Kri84a, Kri84b]. 20 [Hat82].

3 [Ale87a, Ale87b, KK89b, KK89c, LOR88a, LOR88b, TF89a, TF89b, Zuc83b, Zuc83c]. 3-D [KK89b, KK89c, LOR88a, LOR88b, TF89a, TF89b]. 3-Dimensional [Ale87a, Ale87b]. 3/5 [Sch83c]. 32/27 [Bie83]. 370 [Eyke86]. 3D [BPM87, SGS89]. 3DWorks [SGS89].

4.1BSD [CQ83a, CB83]. 4.1C [CQ83b].

4.2bsd [All83c, BH86, CKM85, Eva83, JTUB85, Joy82a, Joy82b, JUMMM82, KM83,
Applying [VL88a, VL88b]. Approach [Bil86, BWH87, Che89, DLM+87, Gri85, HS82, Jam88, Kep85, NL84, Rei89, SW82, Ste88a, Sun88, TBS87, Sto88].

[Fis86c, Fis86d, FH88]. **Batching** [Har88a].

**Battle** [TRG+87]. **BBN** [Dye82a, Dye82b, WG84]. **Bcc** [Ken83]. **Be** [Col87b, Pik88, Ros88, TK88a, TK88b]. bed [Ada83a, Ada83b]. **Been** [TA82]. **Bell** [Car88a, Car88b, LK82, Pre88]. **Bellcore** [Con88]. **Benchmark** [Ban83, Mil86, SCW89a, SCW89b, Dro84]. **Benchmarking** [DB88, Dro82, Tuo82]. **Benchmarks** [BWH87, Dro84, Sax85a, TH82].

**Benchwarmers** [Dro82]. **Benefits** [HCE87].

**Berkeley** [Akh87, CKM85, Car88c, GZ84a, GZ84b, O’D83a, TPRZ84, Tre88, ZDS85]. **Better** [KV85, Pla89, TK88a, TK88b]. **Between** [Roc89b, Roc89c, SL88]. Beyond [BW88a, SH85, Ste88b]. **BIBFIND** [Moy83a, Moy83b]. Bibliographic [Moy83a, Moy83b]. Big [Miy86, PG88a, PG88b]. Binary [Ada83a, Ada83b, RP84]. **Bind** [BD86].

**Bit** [Ker83, Ban82, Bis83]. bitblt [Loc87]. "Bitmap" [BEHW86a, BEHW86b, BWH87, FL82, Pik82]. bitmapped [Col88]. **Blits** [Pik84a, Pik84b]. **Block** [Rob84a, SW84a, SW84b]. **BNF** [Mil87].

**Board** [Lou82, SM84]. **Book** [Don88, Don89a, Gro88, Lea89, Sal89a, Sal89b].

**Bösendorfer** [Haw86b]. **Boston** [Usr82, USE82a, USE82b]. **Bourne** [KR85].

**Boxes** [Gle89]. **Break** [Spa89]. **Break-Ins** [Spa89]. **breaks** [Rob87]. **Bricks** [SA88].

**Brickcore** [Ken83]. **Bridges** [UTC84]. **Bringing** [RW86b, RW86a, TS87]. **Brings** [AGHR89a, AGHR89b]. **BRL** [Dyk87, MSM88c, MSM88a, MSM88b, MSM88d].

**BRL/USNA** [MSM88c, MSM88a, MSM88b, MSM88d]. **Broadcast** [McK88a]. Broadcasting [Wei84b]. **Brother** [PG88a, PG88b].

**Browser** [RRS87, WK83a, WK83b]. **Brushes** [Str87a]. **BSD** [AW89, BE89, CQ83b, Fer85, Pla89].

**Buddy** [LB89a, LB89b]. **Budget** [Ton87]. **Buffer** [CKM85, Pea80, TBJW88]. **Bug** [Hop89, Tut83]. **Bugs** [Fil85]. **Build** [McI87]. **Building** [ACK89, BK85, LSC+88, MLRC88, Mur88d, Mur88e, SA88, USE89k, UTC84, WS83a, WS83b, WRM+89].

**Bulletin** [Lou82]. **BUMP** [MSM88c, MSM88a, MSM88b, MSM88d].

**Bus** [Cer83, Cer82]. **Business** [HS2, Wil82a, Wil82b]. **Business-Oriented** [Wil82a, Wil82b]. **Butterfly** [SC88]. **Button** [Pit89].

C

[BG88b, Lea88, Lea89, Ros87b, Tie88, AB85, AG88a, AG88b, BBT83, Bak89, BD87a, Bol88, Boy84, Bre88a, Bre88b, Bro87, Bru88, Cap88, Car87c, Che89, Con87, Cox82, Cox83, DHKW87, Dew87, DO85, DG87, Don89b, Dye82a, Dye82b, Ece88, FKT83, Feu84, Feu85, Fis86a, Fis86b, FJ82, Fri87, Fuh87a, Fuh87b, GS87, GR85, GMW86, Gor87a, Gor87b, Gro87, Gro88, Hae89, Hop87c, Joh88a, Joh88b, KLP88a, KLP88b, KM85, Ken83, Kir87, Koe88, Kol86, Kre83, Kri86, LR84, LM88c, LS88, Lon82a, Lon82b, MLRC88, Man87b, Mey82a, Mur88d, Mur88e, O’R88, Oti88, Pow83, Raf87, Raf88a, Raf88b, RRS87, Ree82a, Ree82b, Ric87, dr85, RS87, Ros87c, RK88, Sch82, Sch83b, Sch88b, Sho87, Ste83a, Ste83b, Ste85, Sto88, Str85a, Str85b, Str87b, Str87c, SS87, Str88a, Str88b].

C [Str88c, Str88d, Str88e, Str88f, Str89a, Str89b, Str89c, Til83, Tri87, USE87a, USE88a, USE88k, Wal87, WS84, WM82, Woo83a, ZH88]. **C*** [Ros87b, RS87]. **C-1** [Kol86]. **C2** [HJAW88]. **CA** [USE83a, Ass83a, Ass83b, USE85d, USE86d, USE88f, USE89c, USE89q]. **Cache** [BLMY87, Che87b]. **Caching** [Kaz88].

**CAD** [Dyk87, HQZ+87]. **CAIS** [Fis86c, Fis86d, GBH86]. **Cake** [Som88]. **California** [USE88h, USE89g]. **Call** [Kar83, Leb87, McK83c, McK83d, Rod86].
[GPF+86a, GPF+86b]. **Computations**

[LN88]. **Computer** [BED'85, BO83a, BO83b, Cho82, Cog87, CH83a, CH83b, Ges86, Haw89a, Haw89b, Ivi84a, Ivi84b, LG88, Les88d, LM83a, LM83b, Min82a, Min82b, Miy88, O'B82, Pet87, SB88a, SB88b, Spa89, Ste84, Sul87, Tay86, Tho85a, Tho85b, USE86d, USE87c, USE89i, Wat88c, Wil88, Don88, KL82a, Poz83].

**Computer-Aided** [Tho85a, Tho85b].

**Computers** [FT83, HZ89a, HZ89b, Lin84, SSWW83, SF86]. **Computing** [UE88, Bry88, DLM+87, HZ89a, HZ89b, HSY88, Mid87, RRSZ89, TWM86a, TWM86b, Ass88a, Ass88b, Ass88c, Ass88d, Ass89a, Ass89b, Ass89c, Ass89d].

**Concentrix** [Tes86b, Tes86a].

**Concept** [FT83].

**Concerns** [LAKS88].

**Concise** [FJ82].

**Concurrency** [Gro87, Kat82c].

**Concurrent** [HMP83b, OLJ+88, Ort88, Pik89, GR85, HMP83a].

**Conference** [Sof83, Sof84, Til88, Usr82, USE82a, USE82b, USE83a, Ass83a, USE83b, Ass83b, USE84a, USE84b, USE84c, USE85c, USE85a, USE85b, USE86e, USE66a, USE66b, USE87b, USE87f, USE87g, USE88a, USE88e, USE88h, Ass88f, USE88j, USE88k, USE89f, USE89g, USE89c, USE89b, USE85e, USE86c, USE88d].

**Conferencing** [RRSZ89, STT86a, STT86b].

**Configuration** [Bla89, DF89, Ful89b, Gle89, RWN87, Sch86b, Sch86c, Van87, ML88].

**Configured** [Van88].

**Configuring** [HZ89a, HZ89b].

**Connect** [RCB83].

**Connecting** [Bla83a, Del87, KN88].

**Considerations** [EGL86, Mye86, Pat83, Rei89, Woh88].

**Considered** [Pik83].

**Consistent** [Har87d, HIl89].

**Console** [Lin88a].

**Constrained** [Per87a].

**Constructed** [BEHW86a, BEHW86b].

**Constructing** [KL87a, KL87b, UTC84].

**Consulting** [CAG89a, CAG89b, Man87a].

**Contention** [Wil82a, Wil82b].

**Contiguous** [Zuc83a].

**Control** [Bih88, Bou89, Bru88, CJ88, FA88, HP89c, Hum89, Kal82, Kat82c, Kra88a, Len86b, Lib85a, Lib85b, MR88d, MR88e, Sch86a, Sho87, TRG+87, Wil82a, Wil82b, Yos85].

**Controlled** [Nac88a, Nac88b].

**Controller** [Cic88, GZ84a, GZ84b].

**Controlling** [Don88, Mil89, Tri89].

**Controls** [Elz84, LG88, Mog89].

**Convenience** [JS87].

**Conventional** [DV89].

**Conversation** [CP84a, CP84b, Mye86].

**Conversation-Based** [CP84a, CP84b].

**Conversion** [Ges86].

**Converting** [WG84].

**Cookbook** [Hag83].

**Cooperating** [BEHW86a, BEHW86b].

**Copy** [NO88a, NO88b, SM88a, SM88b].

**Copy-on-Write** [NO88a, NO88b, SM88a, SM88b].

**Core** [DC85].

**Coroutines** [dR85].

**Corrections** [DGM82].

**Correctness** [Jus89].

**Cost** [JHRR86, Tho85c, Col88].

**Counterpoint** [Pea88].

**Coupled** [BFS89, Inn85].

**cpp** [Loc87].

**CPU** [FKN85a, FKN85b, Rec81].

**CRACK** [RU88a, RU88b].

**Crash** [McK82a].

**Cray** [AO86, Eng88, Fou88, HK86a, HK86b, Par88a].

**Creating** [Sni87a].

**Creation** [Hef82].

**Criteria** [Swa83].

**Criticalness** [BSR88].

**Cron** [Har87c].

**Cross** [HCE87].

**Cross-Module** [HCE87].

**crunchers** [DJM86].

**Cscope** [Ste85].

**CSL** [Per82a].

**CSNET** [BO83a, BO83b, OL84a, OL84b, O'B85, Rei83].

**CTSS** [AO86, Bro88].

**CTSS/POSIX** [Bro88].

**Cult** [Col87a].

**Current** [Bla83a, KL82a, KL82b].

**Curses** [Hor82b, Nyb86].

**Custom** [Gri85].

**CYBER** [LR84].

**Cycle** [Lit87].

**Cypress** [CN85].

**D** [Bam85a, Bam85b, KK89b, KK89c, LOR88a, LOR88b, TF89a, TF89b, Ber86].

**Daemon** [BC88, EV88a, EV88b, Fed88a, Fed88b, Len87].

**Daemons** [Jon88].

**Dallas** [Til88, USE85c, USE85b, USE88j].

**Darkly** [DR86].

**DARPA** [BD86].

**Darth**
[Ree82b, Ree82a]. **DASH** [AF87]. **Data** [All87, BKT89, Ben82, Bis88a, Bre88a, Con87, Gri89, Hae85a, Hae85b, Hae86a, Hae86b, Hae83, Hoo83, Isa83a, Jac83, JN88, KBT89, Kal82, Lee87b, Lev83, Man83a, Man83b, Nic85, Par87, Per82a, PG87, Pyn82a, Pyn82b, Rob84b, Ros87b, RS87, Ton87, Wai82, Dro84, GS87, Han82, Hen83, McL83, WM82]. **Data-Flow** [Hae86a, Hae86b, Hae85a, Hae85b]. **Data-Object** [BKT89]. **Data-Parallel** [Ros87b]. **Database** [Bla89, BC89, Che89, CS86, DW88, Duf82, Haw85, KL82a, Mey82b, Son88a, Son88b, Sti83, Ton87, War83, WK83a, WK83b, Sto88]. **Dataflow** [BS85a, BS85b]. **Datagram** [Mog89]. **Day** [Ing87, RR85]. **DB** [War83]. **DBMS** [Kin83, TBS87]. **Dbxtool** [AM85b, AM85a]. **DC** [USE84c, USE87g, Ass88e]. **Deactivation** [FT89]. **Deadline** [BSR88]. **Deadlock** [Pea80]. **Debugger** [AM85a, AM85b, FKT83, PG87, Ste83a, Ste83b, Zim85]. **Debugger-based** [PG87]. **Debugging** [BV88, BC84, Dav89a, HR85a, HR85b, Kat89, O’R88, VM84]. **DEC** [Kri84a, Kri84b]. **December** [USE85d]. **Decentralized** [Shu89]. **Decisions** [Mor88b, Mor88c]. **DECNET** [JLSG84, Mur88c]. **Decreasing** [Len86a]. **Defined** [BoI88]. **Definition** [Pyn82a, Pyn82b, Sta87a, Sta87b]. **Definitions** [Cra83, Mil87]. **Delegating** [DM88]. **Deletion** [FT89]. ** Delivering** [Den83]. **Demand** [Jun85a, Jun85b, Mil84b]. **Denver** [USE86e, USE86b, USE88a, USE88k]. **Department** [GM82a, GM82b, Ond89, Les88d]. **Dependent** [JHRR86, LGZ88]. **Description** [Ada83a, Ada83b, Bas81, Cla87a, Cla87b, FJ82, Hef82, Tes82]. **Design** [AF87, Baa88, BLK87, BWS87a, BWS87b, Big85, BL89, CRJ87, Che87c, Cic88, Col84c, ELS88a, ESS89, FL82, LQC87, LC87a, MdM88, MK88, Mer82, Mye86, Rei89, SGK+85, Sch88a, SREC88, Sen87, SM84, TM82, Tho85a, Tho85b, VL88a, VL88b, War83]. **Designers** [War82]. **Detection** [BK88a, BK88b]. **Develop** [Wal87]. **Developing** [BDWW89, CKK87, DLM+87, FN83, Neu86a, Neu86b]. **Development** [ABB+86a, ABB+86b, Bih88, Che87a, CB83, ESS89, Gro82, Hop87c, KR85, Lor88c, Mas83b, Mas83c, NM83a, NM83b, Ohk84, Per87a, Per83, RC83, SW82, Tut83, War84, KNN88a, KNN88b, STV87]. **Device** [Alb84, Gou85, Hid83, KM82, MVB84, VM84, Wat83]. **Devices** [WO88]. **DG** [Kel89]. **DG/UX** [Kel89]. **Diagram** [MW84]. **Dial** [LP89]. **Dial-up** [LP89]. **Dialectic** [Rit87]. **Dialogue** [SE88]. **Diamond** [CFLT87]. **DIBOL** [ASS85]. **DIBOLIX** [ASS85]. **Dictionary** [Bra89, Hae83]. **Diego** [USE83a, Ass83a, Ass83b, USE89g, USE89c]. **Different** [Koe87a]. **Differentiation** [Mar83]. **Digital** [Kin86, RC83]. **Dimensional** [Ale87a, Ale87b]. **Direct** [Ric85]. **Directional** [Hop87a, Hop87b]. **Directions** [Str87c, Tag83, Wat88a]. **Directly** [Eng88, Mey88]. **Directory** [Sal89a]. **Discipline** [TS87]. **Discretionary** [CJ88, LG88]. **Discuss** [RRSZ89]. **Disk** [GRS88a, GRS88b, Har88b, JSW87, KM83, LEG88, Ste89b, Van87, YKK89, Zwi89]. **Diskless** [ACF+86, CGFKT88]. **Disks** [Eng88, Van87]. **Dispatch** [Len86a]. **Display** [Bam85a, Bam85b, JHRR86, Lew86a, Lew86b, PG87, SNU87]. **Displays** [McG86a, McG86b]. **Distributed** [AF87, And88a, BKT89, BV88, Bar88a, Bar88b, BD86, BP84, CM86a, CM86b, CDT89a, CDT89b, DRK+89, DLM+87, Duc89, EBFH85a, EBFH85b, Fun89a, Gos86a, Gos86b, GZ84a, GZ84b, HYS88, HHL84, Hom87, JH86, JC89a, JC89b, KBT89, Ker88, LW89a, LW89b, Lee89, LSC+88, McG85,
MF89, Muu87, Pet87, RRSZ89, RU88a, RU88b, RK89, Rei89, RAA+88, SJL+87, Sen87, Sha89, Shu89, Smi89, Son88a, Son88b, Spe87, Sun88, STT86a, STT86b, Tal89a, Tal89b, TM82, Tay88, TR84, TW86a, TW86b, USE89d, USE89k, Wam83a, Wam83b, WBM+89, STV87.

Distributing [AGHR89a, AGHR89b, BFS89].

Distribution [Bro85, DGM82, Kim87, Koe84, Lad88a, Lad88b, Mar83, Nac86, Rod87, Sig87, TP86].

District [USE87g].

DITROFF [BD87b].

Diverse [JH86].

Do [Bou89, Dro84, Har88b, Hoo83, JN88, O'D83a].

Document [CM86a, CM86b, vH87].

Documentation [YT83, MdM88].

Documenting [SH85].

Does [Ree82a, Ree82b].

Domain [Hor84a, Hor84b, Lau85, Par86, TP8Z84].

Domains [PL89].

Don't [O'D87c].

Doomed [Gre82a, Gre82b].

Downtime [Har87c].

Draft [Bo188].

DRAGONMAIL [CP84a, CP84b].

Drawing [Coh87].

DREGS [BCL+87].

Drive [Ste89b].

Driven [Bla83b, Bla83c, Hae83, Les83, Ney83a, Ney83b].

driver [Lau81a].

Drivers [Alb84, Gou85, Gur88, MV884, VM84, Wat83].

Dual [GM82a, GM82b].

Dublin [USE87b].

Dump [DC85, Pla89, PK88].

Dumping [Haw88a, Haw88b, Vas87a, Vas87b].

Dumps [Jaf87].

DUNE [PA89].

Duplex [Ste86].

duplicating [Hun88a, Hun88c].

Duplication [Hal87].

Durra [BDWW89].

DV [CR89].

Dynamic [HF89, KGL89, Par88a, RKPP88, SW84a, SW84b, GS87].

Dynamically [GM89, ROS87a].

Dynamics [GFP+86a, GFP+86b, PF84a, PF84b, Wil87a, Wil88].

Early [FT83].

Ease [Sch86c, Sch86b].

Eastman [Les88d].

Easy [Hop87a, Hop87b].

ED [Mok88].

Eddie [Lan86].

Edit [SV83].

Editing [Ale87a, Ale87b, BPM87, PG87, SV83].

Edition [HH86, PR85].

Editor [Ada83a, Ada83b, CFLT87, MW84, Rug82a, Rug82b, WK83a, WK83b, GS87, MD87, Sal89b].

EE [GM82a, GM82b].

Eedie [Lan86].

Eectively [Car88c, Nov83].

Effects [KM83, SM88a, SM88b].

Efficiency [MUR88c].

Efficient [BS85a, BS85b, FKV89, KL89, PA89].

Effort [Lye84, Mei84].

Eighth [HH86, PR85].

Electronic [Alt87, Bro85, HP85, Kim87, O'D83b, RRSZ89, Sal89a, SREC88, STT86a, STT86b, Tay88, van86].

Elements [Gle89].

Eliminate [Dro82].

Elmer [Pre82a, Pre82b, Tuo82].

Elmer's [Car82a, Car82b].

Embedded [Isa83a, Shu89].

Embedding [NMP82].

Empirical [MFS89].

Emulate [LS83b].

Emulation [PS82, SSWW83].

Emulator [Cap82a, Cap82b].

Encryption [Bis88a].

End [Den83, GFP+86a, GFP+86b].

End-User [Den83].

Enforcing [Mok88].

Engine [Che87c].

Engineering [Dav89b, Ela83, Les88d, MK89, Mor88e, AG88a, AG88b].

Engines [Inn85].

England [USE88e].

English [Bra89].

Enhanced [BW88b].

Enhancement [LN88].

Enhancements [Cal83, DGM82, Goo84, HS89, Hid83, Kol86, MK85b, RW86a, Tut83].

Enhancing [AW89, BBT83, Hin83].

Enough [Nac86, Hoo83].

Entities [NS88].

Entry [Cle83a, Cle83b].

Environment [Alo89, Ale87a, Ale87b, AN88, BDWW89, Boy84, Bry88, CMM88, Cole84b, CD85, DF89, DLM+87, FS89, FH88, Gen86, Gin88, GM89, Gou85, Hae85a, Hae85b, Hae86a, Hae86b, Har87d, HSY88, HC85, Hom87, HM89, vH87, JUT85, JH86, KLP88a, KLP88b, Kaz85a, Kaz85b, Kre83, Ki82, Lam83, LW89a, LW89b, Lib85a, Lib85b, LQC87, LSC+88, MLS88, Mc817, Mer82, MR89, Mur88a, Mur88b, Nor88, Pat83, PL89, RRSZ89, RC83, Rod87, Sen87, Smi87a, TG86, Tay88, Tho85a, Tho85b].
Zem83, ZP89, STV87]. **Environments** [Bre83, CM86a, CM86b, Har88a, DJM86, HOG88, KNN88a, KNN88b]. **Equities** [LSC+88]. **Eradication** [Hop89]. **Ergonomic** [van86]. **Error** [AF86, Gra87, RW86a]. **Establishing** [Fer85]. etc [Hoo83, Kod82a, Kod82b]. **Ethernet** [Fos83a, Fos83b, Sku88]. **EtherTIP** [Fos83a, Fos83b]. **Ethics** [Spa89]. **Euclid** [HMP83a, HMP83b]. **EUNET** [RCB83]. **EUNICE** [Wil83d]. **Europe** [McK83a, McK83b]. **European** [Ass89e, WB85a, WB85b]. **EUUG** [USE87b, USE88e, Ass89f]. **Evaluation** [McD87, Pod82]. **Every** [RP84]. **Everyone** [Wil87a]. **Everything** [Bal83, LK82, Tan87b]. **Evolution** [Fed83, Gin88, Str87b, Str89a, Weh83]. **Evolving** [MS89]. **Examination** [Ste85]. **Example** [Mac83a, Mac83b]. **Excelan** [NB84, Smi87b]. **Exception** [AB85, Eyk86, Mil88]. **Exceptions** [HCE88]. **Executable** [KT88a, KT88b]. **Execution** [McK83c, McK83d, Shu89]. **Exercise** [Hei87]. **Expandable** [NLR84a, NLR84b]. **Expansion** [Bol88, Hei87]. **Experience** [Bil86, CM89a, CM89b, DRK+89, Dou89, Duf89a, HJAW88, Hop87c, JLSG84, KBT89, MBBP89, Ros87c, Ste84, Tou83, WRM+89, Md88]. **Experiences** [Bec84, BD86, BCL+87, Bro85, CB83, CM83, Fou88, FT83, GB89, Nic89, PA89, TBS87, USE89k]. **Experiment** [Lan86, Sun89]. **Experimental** [Fos88, HK83, HC88, NHR84, SD87, Zho87]. **Experiments** [IVW87, Les88c]. **Expert** [BH86, BK88a, BK88b, PG88a, PG88b]. **Exploitation** [Gro87]. **Exptools** [Ste84]. **Extended** [CFA85, Eyk86, RS87]. **Extending** [BP88a, BP88b, FA88, Man87b, Raf87, Sho87]. **Extensible** [Gos86a, Gos86b, Kaz85a, Kaz85b, RLML86a, RLML86b, ROS87a, SE88, SREC88, Str85a, Str85b]. **Extension** [TF89a, TF89b, Zuc83b, Zuc83c]. **Extensions** [Cla88, CCF89, DHKW87, GGSW88a, GGSW88b, LH84a, LH84b, Mil88, WO88, GS87]. **F77** [MC82]. **Face** [PP85, Cla87a, Cla87b]. **Faces** [Kin86]. **Facilities** [GB86, Gil86, RW86b]. **Facility** [BM87, BK84, Har87c, MP83, Rit88, Str85a, Str85b, Nic85]. **Factors** [MT89, SM89]. **Fall** [Ass88a, Ass89a]. **Family** [GB89, LZ82]. **Farms** [Har88b]. **Fast** [Bis88a, Gra87, Loc87, Pea88, Sun88, WO83b]. **Faster** [BE89, PK88]. **Fault** [LA9a, LA9b]. **Fault-tolerant** [LA9a, LA9b]. **Fe** [USE87a]. **Features** [DJ88, HJAW88, MH88, Ton87]. **February** [USE89g]. **Federal** [BB87]. **Feeding** [HB86]. **Feel** [Car86, Feu84]. **Fetters** [MR88a, MR88b]. **Fewer** [MR88a, MR88b]. **Fifth** [Som88, USE88c, Ass88e, USE89f]. **Figures** [BD87b]. **File** [Ama88, BLMY87, BG88a, Bas81, BP88a, BP88b, BEHW86a, BEHW86b, Bry83a, Bry83b, CFA85, CR89, Cot87, Cyg88, FKV89, Gou86, HLV84, HP89a, HP89b, HH86, How88, Hug86, Hum88a, JN88, KGMT89, Kaz88, Kle86, Koe87a, Koe87b, KK89b, KK89c, LEG88, LL83a, LL83b, MLRC88, McK82b, Nac86, Par88b, Pat83, Pea88, Pos88, RKH86, SJL87, Sax85b, Sax85c, SCW89a, SC89b, Spe89, TR84, WD87, WLS+85, Wei83, Wei84a, WO88, Wil82a, Wil82b, ZDS85, Lil88, Yos85]. **Files** [Bis88b, Kil84, Lio88, Mey88, Nac88a, Nac88b, Per82b, TRY+87, Woo83b, Lil88]. **FileSystem** [AF86, MR89, SGK+85]. **FileSystems** [Haw88a, Haw88b]. **Finding** [Woo83b]. **Fine** [MP89a, MP89b, Sau88]. **Fine-Grain** [MP89a, MP89b]. **First** [TA82, Tut82, USE88g]. **Fish** [MBS86a, MBS86b]. **Fit** [LS85]. **Fixes** [Tut83]. **FL** [USE89d]. **Flags** [Til89]. **Flamingo** [SA86b, SA86a]. **Flavors** [Ecc88]. **Flexibility** [Car82a, Car82b]. **Flexible
BSR88, Gro87, LLS88, Ros88. **Hardware**
Car82a, Car82b, McG86a, McG86b, War84.
**Hardware/I** Car82a, Car82b.
**Hardware/I-O** Car82b, Car82a.
**Harmful** Pik83.
**Health** Ham87, **Heap** BL88a, BL88b.
**Hello** Ros88, **Help** Lio88, BK84.
**HEMS** Par88c.
**Heritage** RP84.
**Hesiod** Dye88.
**Heterogeneous** BDWW89, CDT89a, CDT89b, FS89, Har88a, HH88, KGL89, MR89, PMD88, PL89, SS88.
**Heuristics** Ste89b.
**Hewlett** Cle83a, Cle83b.
**Hideous** PW85.
**Hierarchic** Tra85.
**Hierarchical** Lib85a, Lib85b, Lor88c, Wal86a, Wal86b.
**Hierarchies** Bry83a, Bry83b.
**Hiearchy** [FKV89, HP89a, HP89b, MLRC88]. **High** Ado89, Bam85a, Bam85b, CCF89, Dan83a, Dan83b, GPF+86a, GPF+86b, Koh86, Min82a, Min82b, PBL86, Ren88a, Ren88b, Ren88c, Wli83b, Wli83c, Pos88.
**High-End** GPF+86a, GPF+86b. **High-Performance** CCF89, GPF+86a, GPF+86b, Min82a, Min82b, Bam85a, Bam85b, PBL86.
**High-speed** Ren88a, Ren88b, Ren88c.
**Highly** EL88b, Tay88.
**History** Fed84, Ker83, Pet83, SV83, Tan84.
**HITAC** KAI83a. **loc** [TK88a, TK88b].
**Holes** SB88a, SB88b.
**Home** Opp89a, Opp89b.
**HoneyDanBer** RW86b, RW86a.
**Hopkins** KT5+86a, KT5+86b.
**Horses** LG88.
**HOSE** SC88.
**Hospital** KT5+86a, KT5+86b, KT5+86a.
**Host** HSHK84.
**Hosts** Hli89, McK88a.
**HP** KGMT89, Sto87.
**HP-SDD** [Sto87].
**HP-UX** KGMT89, HP9000 [Lin84].
**HPC** Kat89.
**HPC/VORX** Kat89.
**HSG** KGMT89.
**HUB** O'D87a, O'D87b.
**hybrid** [Sto88].
**Hygiene** Ste89a.
**HYPERchannel** Wat88b.
**HYPERchannel-Based** Wat88b.
**Hypercube** CM89b, CM89a.
**Hypertext** Bro89b, Nic89, Wal87.

**I-O** Car82b, Car82a.
**I/O** DP83a, Haw89b, Orr83, Raf87, Raf88b, RLML86a, Rob84a, Str85b, vMM88, vM88, DP83b, Haw89a, Raf88a, RLML86b, Str85a.
**IAFORM** Pyn82a, Pyn82b.
**IAPX286** Bar83.
**IBM** EGL86, Eng88, Tan87a, Wli83b, Wli83c.
**Icon** Gri89.
**Ideas** CJ88.
**Identifying** LAK88.
**Idle** Lit87.
**IEC** Dun89.
**IEEE** USE88c.

**II**
**III**
**IMMON** BM87.
**I'm** Lio88.
**Image** Bee86, Cog87, Coh87, Gom85, Kin86, Saa88.
**Imbalances** McK88a.
**Immovable** Les83.
**Impact** CKM85.
**Impersonal** Tay86.
**Implementation** ASS85, AK88, Baa88, BKT89, BL88a, BL88b, Bar83, Bas81, Bis88a, CE89a, CE89b, Cic88, Col84a, CFA85, DF84, Fis86c, Fis86d, Hat82, Hen83, HCE87, HOG88, JC89a, JC89b, Jun85a, Jun85b, Kar83, Kep85, Ker84, KLB89, KM87, LP89, LW89a, LW89b, Len86b, Lin84, LC87a, MP84, Mor88a, NHR84, Par88c, PBL86, RK89, ROS87a, DR85, SGK+85, SW88, SCC86a, SCC86b, War83, Wli83b, Wli83c, YSF89, Cor82, Daw82.
**Implemented** Gon86.
**Implementing** HRO82a, BD86, DRK+89, Get86, HRO82b, Hil89, Inm85, KT88a, KT88b, Nyb86, OTW85, Par87, Ros87c, SL889.
**Implementors** DGY82, USJ83.
**Implents** CN88.
**Implications** DNQ+83.
**importation** Egg89.
**Imposing** Orr83.
**Improved** Pea83.
**Improvements** MK85b.
**Improving** Gri85, Jus89, LMK84.
inch Kri84a, Kri84b.
**Include** Raf87.
**Incorporating** ESS89, Kra88a.
**Incremental** Hum88a, Par88b.
**Independent** Hid83, KM84b, KM84a.
Keystroke [WK83a, WK83b]. Kit [TvK83, KTvK83]. Know [Bal83, LK82]. Knowing [Feu84]. Knowledge [GM87a, GM87b, HQ87, Ohk84, Sam87]. Knowledge-based [Sam87]. KSH [Kor83a, Kor83b]. Labeling [FW89]. Laboratories [Ham87]. Laboratory [Su87]. Labs [Pre88]. Lake [So84, USE84a, USE84b]. lambda [CB83]. LAN [HOG88]. Land [MR88d, MR88e]. Language [Bec84, Bey87, BQd86, Cla87a, Cla87b, CH83a, CH83b, Cox82, Cox83, DJ88, KFT83, Feu85, Gri89, HZ89a, HZ89b, HMM88a, HMM88b, Hor82a, Isa83a, Jen83, Joh87, KLP88a, KLP88b, KT88a, KT88b, Koe85, KM87, Kor83a, Kor83b, MP84, Mil88, Ros87b, RS87, Sch82, Sch86b, Sch86c, Ter87, Tut82]. Large [AF87, Bec84, Bil86, Bis83, Bob88, ELS88a, GP88, Har88b, Hun88a, Lee87a, Mar84, PMD88, PF84a, PF84b, PL89, Sim88, STA86, TP86, USE87d, USE87f, USE89f, USE89e, Wat88, ZP89]. Large-Scale [ELS88a, GP88]. Latency [Len86a]. Latent [Fil85]. Later [Lye85]. Lauderdale [USE89d]. Layered [Lin84]. Lazy [Dat88, Epp89, LB89a, LB89b]. Leading [Kra83]. Learn [O'D89]. Learning [WHM89, Sal89b]. Lengths [Zho87]. Lessons [Bra89]. Level [Bre88a, Jac84a, Jac84b, Lib85a, Lib85b, ST89a, ST89b, SM89, WO88, Epp89, MR88c, Kno87]. Levels [Isa83b, Lin88b]. Leverage [Mas87]. LEVI [MN85a, MN85b]. lex [CM83, Pax84, Jac87]. Lexical [Bre88b, Gra88c, Gra88a, Gra88b]. Liability [NSB85]. libc [Kuc89]. libg [Lea88]. Libraries [Arn86, DF84, GLD87, Sun89]. Library [Fuh87a, Fuh87b, Gan88a, Gan88b, Gor87a, Gor87b, Lea88, Les88c, Oti88, Sch86a, Sch88b, SSNU87, Tri89]. License [FHW88, RP84]. Licensing [Ish83a, Ish83b, Mos82, OLJ88, Ort88]. Life [LNSZ85, PB84, Tan87b]. light [Rob87]. Lightweight [GM89, Kep85, O'D87a, O'D87b]. like [Kor89a, Ros87b, MLRC88, Bee84a, Bee84b, Kor89b, LM88a, LM88b]. Limited [War82]. Limiting [MT89]. LINCS [Req85]. Linda [KBT89]. Line [AW89, Coh87, CAG89a, CAG89b, Der83, Mas83b, Mas83c, Per85, ZP89, Kle87, NM83a, NM83b, Tal89a, Tal89b]. lines [Lau81a]. link [GS87]. Linkage [St88b, Str88c, Str88d, Str88e, Str88f]. Links [Fer85, Gle89]. Lint [Kor89a, Kor89b]. Lint-like [Kor89a, Kor89b]. LINUS [Kra83]. LISP [Ohk84]. LISP [DM83, Ecc88, Tri87, ZH88]. List [Lew86a, Lew86b, SV83, Wat83]. List-Based [Lew86a, Lew86b]. Lists [FA88, Kra88a]. Lived [Koe87a]. Livermore [Phi84]. Load [Ber86, Cab86, McK88a, Zho87, Zuc83a]. Loader [Tim85]. Local [GB83, Koe87a, Sal82, Wan83a, Wan83b, Wat88b]. LOCK [SW88]. LOCK/ix [SW88]. Locking [Bas81, GM89]. Locus [BP84]. Logic [KT88a, KT88b]. Logic-Based [KT88a, KT88b]. Logical [Kat82a, Kat82b]. Login [Con88, Lee87a]. LOGIX [Kat82c]. Logo [Har83]. London [USE88e]. Lookalike [All83a, All83b]. Lookaside [TBW88]. Loosely [BF89]. Load [Ban82]. Losing [Lio88]. Lot [LNSZ85]. Lots [Til82]. Louisiana [USE89]. Low [JHR86, Les88b, Tho85c, WK83a, WK83b, Col88]. Ltd. [Ree82a, Ree82b]. Lucasfilm [HL85a, HL85b, Ree82a, Ree82b]. Lucasfilms [Law83a, Law83b]. L'UNIX [WB85a, WB85b]. LWP [SS88].

M [KAH83a]. M-series [KAH83a]. M4 [MAB83]. MA [USE82a, USE82b, USE87c]. Mach [ABB86a, ABB86b, BL89]. TRG87, TRY87. Mach/4.3BSD [BL89]. Machine [BWP85, BDWW89, BLK87,
DG87, Gen86, Hum89, Joi87, KA83a, KNN88a, KNN88b, Daw82, Del87, KN88a, KN88b, M88b, DeJ86a, DeJ86b, H86, HP88, ivW87, Ker84, Kim87, Man87a, O885, O883b, Par86, Sal89a, Sve83, Tay88, Wei84b, PG88c, Pre85.

Machines [Bis88b, Duf82, Dye82a, Dye82b, KA83a, On89, WJ82]. Macintosh [Bis88b, Duf82, Dye82a, Dye82b, KA83a, Ond89, WJ82]. Machine [Bis88b, Duf82, Dye82a, Dye82b, KA83a, Ond89, WJ82].

MAC [Fri87, Seq89, SGS89]. MacMix [Fre85].

Mac [Bol88]. Madness [Tut83].

Mac vs. Apple [All83c, Alt87, Bis87b, CP84a, CP84b, DeJ86a, DeJ86b, H86, HP88, ivW87, Ker84, Kim87, Man87a, O885, O883b, Par86, Sal89a, Sve83, Tay88, Wei84b, PG88c, Pre85].

Mailer [OK85a, OK85b]. Mainframe [HP89a, HP89b]. Mainframes [Ste86].

Maintaining [Har87d, Kal82, MAB83].

Maintenance [Bry83a, Bry83b, Kim87, TP86, Van88].

Maintenance/Distribution [Kim87].

Maitre [Ber86]. Major [DR86]. Make [Baa88, Bak89, Kin86, MAB83, Mor88b, Mor88b, DJM86, Hum87, Som88, Hir83, Fow85, Nov83].

Makealiases [PG88c]. Makefiles [MAB83]. Makeup [KV89]. Making [Kuc89, Lin88a, Nac88a, Nac88b, Sim88, TvK83].

Main [BLK87, Cla87a, Cla87b, Dat88, KN88a, KN88b, SH85]. Man-Machine [KN88a, KN88b]. Manage [Nic89].

Management [Akh87, Ben82, Bla89, BLSS83, CSM85, CS86, CR89, Cot87, DF89, ELS88a, ELS88b, Fen87, FH88, F88, Gee88a, Gee88b, Gle89, H88, HP89a, HP89b, HM89, KM86, Kiv84, LJ84, Lee87a, Lee87b, Lor88c, Man83a, Man83b, MF83, Mok88, Nef83, PL89, RGL88, SA86a, SA86b, SM88a, SM88b, St83, Tes86a, Tes86b, Tra85, USE89a, Wai82, War83, Wat88c, W88, YSF89, Zwi89, ML88, USE89].

Manager [BeI88a, Hae86a, Hae86b, Jac84a, Jac84b, Lew86a, Lew86b, Mil84b, RHH85a, RHH85b, Wii82a, Wii82b, Bel88b, RSS89].

Managers [McG85]. Managing [EST86, Per87a, S87, Woz82].

Manipulating [LC87b]. Manipulation [Les88c, Mil88].
NEREKO [STV87]. **Nervous** [McK88a].

Nest [BSY88b, BSY88a]. **Nested** [Duc89, Epp89]. **Net** [Ker84, Lau81c].

**Netdump** [Haw88, Haw88a]. NETIX [Wam83a, Wam83b].

Netnews [Wei85a, Wei85b, NSB85, TH86, Wei84b].

**Network** [ACF+86, BSY88a, BSY88b, BM87, Bis88b, BO83a, BO83b, BP84, DeJ86a, DeJ86b, DLM+87, Fen87, Fer85, FHW88, GB83, GZ84a, GZ84b, HS89, HH88, Hor83, Joi87, KM86, KGL89, KSH83, KSH84, Lef82, Miu84, Nac86, NS88, PDM88, PG88a, PG88b, Phi84, Pre88, Rod87, SGK+85, SCW89a, SCW89b, Sim88, SNS88, Sun89, TGB+89, WLS+85, Wat88b, Wei84a, Wei84b, Yam88, YSF89, Bak89, Li88, Pre85, gon86]. **Networked** [Pic83, Rei89, ZP89].

Networking [CKM85, Mul87, OMI86, Req85, RW86b, TG86, Wam83a, Wam83b, Ren88a, Ren88b, Ren88c]. **Networks** [BDWW89, MS88, Sal82, Sch89, Ste84, Sal89a].

**Newcastle** [Bla83a]. News [Col87b, Dumd88, GRS88a, GRS88b, Hor83, Per87b, Pre82a, Pre82b, Den86, Den89, Opp89a, Opp89b, Rob87, Sch88a].

Newsletter [Ass89f, Ass89e]. Next [Cha87a, McGe86a, McGe86b, Haw89a, Haw89b]. Next-Generation [McGe86a, McGe86b]. NFS [CGFCKT88, Jus89, Li88, RWFC86].


NOTREACHED [DC85]. NOVA [Han82].

November [USE86d, USE87a, USE88f, USE89].


O [JK86, Car82a, Car82b, DP83a, DP83b, Haw89a, Haw89b, Orr83, Ra87, Ra88a, Ra88b, RLML86a, RLML86b, Rob84a, Str85a, Str85b, vMM88, vM88]. **Object** [Ale87a, Ale87b, AQ84, BKT89, Bi88, Bla89, Car87a, Car87b, CKK87, Cox82, DRK+89, Den86, Fuh87a, Fuh87b, GGSW88a, GGSW88b, Gor87a, Gor87b, JC89a, JC89b, LW89a, LW89b, Les83, LL83a, LL83b, NLR84a, NLR84b, O’D87a, O’D87b, SE88, Sha89, SGH+89, SA86a, SA86b, Str87d, Str87e, VL88a, VL88b, Wal86a, Wal86b, WRM+89]. **Object-Based** [GGSW88a, GGSW88b, WRM+89, NLR84a, NLR84b]. **Object-File** [LL83a, LL83b].

Object-Oriented [Ale87a, Ale87b, Bi88, Bla89, Car87a, Car87b, CKK87, Fuh87a, Fuh87b, Gor87a, Gor87b, JC89a, JC89b, LW89a, LW89b, Sha89, SGH+89, SA86a, SA86b, Str87d, Str87e, VL88a, VL88b].

Objective [Cox83]. **Objects** [DV89, SL88, SREC88, Sta87a, Sta87b].

Observations [Miy88, TBS87]. **October** [USE87c, USE88a, USE89k, USE89d]. **ODEs** [Ste88a]. **OEM** [Mee85]. offer [Biv87].

Offering [Guf83, San83]. Offerings [Iss83b].

Office [Che82, Nye83a, Ney83b, van86]. Offs [Kri84a, Kri84b]. OFS [Ama88]. Ohio [Woh88, Zwi88a, Zwi88b]. OLC [CAG89a, CAG89b]. Old [LNSZ85].

On-Line [CAG89a, CAG89b, Mas83b, Mas83c, KIe87, NM83a, NM83b, Tal89a, Tal89b].

On-Screen [Pyn82a, Pyn82b]. Once [LEG88, Spe88]. **One** [HZ89a, HZ89b, Lib87]. Online [Cla89, Les88c]. **Only** [Spe88]. **Ontario** [Sof83, USE83b]. **ONYX** [Cor82]. **Op** [Chr89b, Chr89a]. Open [CCM87, SE88, SNS88, TM82]. Openness
[Dav88]. **Operating** [Bar88a, Bar88b, Bec84, CRJ87, CDT89a, CDT89b, Col84c, Dan83a, Dan83b, DV89, DJ88, DP83a, DP83b, EBFH85a, EBFH85b, Gie83, GB89, GD89, HK86a, HK86b, JC88, KN88, KK89a, Kiv84, Kra88a, LM88a, LM88b, Lee89, LH84a, LH84b, MC85a, MC85b, MH88, MG85, MFS89, RL88, Ra88a, Ra88b, RKPP88, RGDP88, RAA88a, Sal88, Sam87, SLM88, SHA89, SGH89, SH89, ST89a, ST89b, Sve83, TM82, Tes86a, Tes86b, USE88c, Ass88e, Ups82, UJ83, Wam83a, Wam83b, WRM89, WJ82, Don88].

**Operations** [SM88a, SM88b].

**Operators** [Win88].

**Optical** [Ama88, GRS88a, GRS88b, Kiv84, LEG88, YKK89].

**Optimization** [Rob84a].

**Optimizations** [HCE87].

**Optimizer** [AQ84, GMW86, KM85, Tim85].

**Optimizing** [Gri85, LR84, Mey82b, Pow83].

**Option** [Per85].

**Options** [Kri84a, Kri84b].

**OPUS** [Bak89].

**ORE** [Jam88].

**Oregon** [USE85e].

**Organization** [Isa83b].

**Orientation** [Dui85, Man87b].

**Oriented** [Ale87a, Ale87b, Bih88, Bla89, Car87a, Car87b, CKK87, Cox82, DRK89, Den86, Fuh87b, Gor87a, Gor87b, JCS89a, JCS89b, Lad88a, Lad88b, LW89a, LW89b, Orr83, Pik84a, Pik84b, Sha89, SGH89, SA86a, SA86b, Str87d, Str87e, Sun88, VL88a, VL88b, Wil82a, Wil82b].

**Original** [AGHR89a, AGHR89b].

**Orleans** [USE89a, USE89b].

**OS** [Bak89, Car87c].

**OSI** [Bak89, FFH86].

**OSx** [Bot84].

**Othello** [Col80].

**Other** [Tay86, Elz84].

**our** [LS83b].

**Out-Of-Band** [Rag89a, Rag89b].

**Outline** [RSSW89].

**Output** [KV89].

**Overhead** [Les88b].

**Overview** [CC86, Dav89c, Dyk87, GR85, How88, Joy82b, Ker88, OGD87, PH88a, PHS88b, Per85, RFH86a, RFH86b, Sch88a, Ter87, Tur88, WLS85, Wat88a].

**Oxford** [Bra89].

**PA** [USE87d, USE88i, USE89i].

**Pacific** [Car88a, Car88b].

**Package** [BPM87, Dan83a, Dan83b, Der83, Dyk87, Ell85, Hor82b, Lad88a, Lad88b, Mar84, NB84, Pyn82a, Pyn82b, WH83, ZDS85].

**Packaged** [Hos84].

**Packages** [Mac83a, Mac83b].

**Packard’s** [Cle83a, Cle83b].

**Packet** [NY88].

**Packets** [Les87].

**Page** [KV89].

**Paged** [Rag89a, Rag89b].

**Outline** [RSSW89].

**Output** [KV89].

**Overhead** [Les88b].

**Overview** [CC86, Dav89c, Dyk87, GR85, How88, Joy82b, Ker88, OGD87, PH88a, PHS88b, Per85, RFH86a, RFH86b, Sch88a, Ter87, Tur88, WLS85, Wat88a].

**Oxford** [Bra89].

**PA** [USE87d, USE88i, USE89i].

**Pacific** [Car88a, Car88b].

**Package** [BPM87, Dan83a, Dan83b, Der83, Dyk87, Ell85, Hor82b, Lad88a, Lad88b, Mar84, NB84, Pyn82a, Pyn82b, WH83, ZDS85].

**Packaged** [Hos84].

**Packages** [Mac83a, Mac83b].

**Packard’s** [Cle83a, Cle83b].

**Packet** [NY88].

**Packets** [Les87].

**Page** [KV89].

**Paged** [Rag89a, Rag89b].

**Outline** [RSSW89].

**Output** [KV89].

**Overhead** [Les88b].

**Overview** [CC86, Dav89c, Dyk87, GR85, How88, Joy82b, Ker88, OGD87, PH88a, PHS88b, Per85, RFH86a, RFH86b, Sch88a, Ter87, Tur88, WLS85, Wat88a].

**Oxford** [Bra89].
Kol86, KM83, Lan84, Leb87, LLM87, LKM84, MT89, McD87, MK85b, Mey85, Min82a, Min82b, Miy88, MC82, Per87a, Pos88, RW86b, RSV85, Sam87, Sch83a, SCC80a, SCC80b, SD87, STA87c, WIl83b, Wil83c, Bnm85a, Bnm85b, PBL86].

Performance-Constrained [Per87a].

Periodic [Mok88].

Perkin [Car82a, Car82b, Pre82a, Pre82b, Tuo82].

Perkin-Elmer [Car82a, Car82b].

Perkin-Elmer's [Car82a, Car82b].

Permissions [MC85a, MC85b].

Person [Yos85].

Personal [Big85, Haw85, O'B82, Sha83].

Personalizing [Tay86].

Perspective [Fai86, Fun87, Lee87b, WB85a, WB85b].

Perspectives [SGH89].

PEX [TF89a, TF89b].

Phi [Cap82a, Cap82b].

PHIGS [Bru88].

Philadelphia [USE87d].

Philosophy [BL89].

Phoenix [USE87f].

Physical [HP89c].

Pi [Car87b, Car86, Car87a].

Pictorial [Mye86].

Pie [Hop87a, Hop87b].

Pipeline [Gom85].

Pitfalls [DNQ83, Don89b].

Pittsburgh [USE88i, USE89a].

Place [TA82].

Plan [Pre88].

Planning [Cha87a, Nor84, RWNA87, Wat88c].

Plans [Bla83a, KL82b].

Plasm [MBS86b, MBS86a].

Platform [CDT89a, CDT89b, Rei89].

Plexus [Pic83].

Plotting [And82a, And82b, Mac83a, Mac83b, Spe87].

PLP [HOG88].

PMON [JA88].

PMothra [CM89a, CM89b].

Point [Fer85, Gri85, Sch88b, SF86].

Point-to-Point [Fer85].

Pointers [LS88].

Policies [Lor88c].

Policy [FW89].

Political [Tan84].

Pollster [CM86b, CM86a].

Polyhedra [Hum85].

Poor [Cla87a, Cla87b].

Port [Ble83, GD89, PF84a, PF84b].

Portability [Fil75, O'D83c, Roc89b, Roc89c, RWFC86, Sch82, SM89, TL83, Ups82].

Portable [Bee84a, Bee84b, HMP83a, HMP83b, KM85, Kri86, LR84, LZ82, Rug82a, Rug82b, RSW83, Ste83a, Ste83b, Sve83, TvK83, Tim85].

Porters [DNQ83].

Porting [ACF86, CB83, Ece88, Eyk86, Haw86b, Jun85a, Jun85b, MK85a, O'B82, VB83, WJ82].

Portland [USE85e, USE85a, USE88g, USE88b].

Ports [GB83, Sle87].

Positioning [Ste89b].

POSIX [Bro88, Dim89, Old88a, Old88b].

Possible [Str87c].

Postman [Tay88].

Postprocessing [KV89].

POSTSCRIPT [BD87b, BQd86, Hop89].

Powerful [WH83].

Practical [CC83a].

Practice [LM88c].

Pre [Cox82].

Pre-Compiler [Cox82].

Precision [Sch88b].

predictable [TK88a, TK88b].

Preemtion [Len86a].

Preparation [vH87].

Preprocessor [BD87b, Box87, Man87b].

Present [Mas87, Mas88].

Presentation [BBT83, War82].

Presenting [Tay88].

Pricing [Isi83a].

Prime [WJ82].

Primer [Joy82a].

Primitives [LN88].

Principles [Big85].

Printed [SM84].

Printer [ZP89].

Printing [Gol88, JH86, Spe87, Fox87].

Printing/Plotting [Spe87].

Priv [Hei87].

Privileges [Elz84, Win88].

Problem [Hary87a, Hari87b, Tiet88].

Problems [Get86, LLM87].

Procedural [Seq86].

Proceedings [Sof83, Usr82, USE82a, USE82b, USE83a, Ass83, USE83b, Ass83b, USE84a, USE84b, USE84c, USE85c, USE85d, USE85a, USE85b, USE86d, USE86a, USE86b, USE87a, USE87b, USE87c, USE87d, USE87e, USE87f, USE88a, USE88b, USE88c, USE88e, USE88f, USE88g, USE88h, USE88i, USE89d, USE89e, USE89f, USE89g, USE89h, USE89i, USE89j, USE89k, USE89l, USE89m, USE89n, USE89o, USE89p, USE89q, USE89r, USE89s, USE89t, USE89u, USE89v, USE89w, USE89x, USE89y, USE89z, USE89].

Process [HRO82a, AK88, BO87, Dou89, ELS88b, HRO82b, Hua88, Hua88c, KK89a, Len86a, Lib87, MS88, Mey85, HR85a, HR85b, RR85].

Processes [ABD89, BEH86a, BEH86b, BFS89,
Kep85, Kil84, LGZ88, Hun88b, Hun88c].

**Processing**
[Ado89, ACK89, BB83, Bar88a, Bar88b, Ber85, CCF89, Cla89, HCN85, HSY89, JTUB85, KM87, LFN+$89a$, LFN+$89b$, RT83, Tal89a, Tal89b, USE89h, Zem83, vMM88].

**Processor**
[Col83, DP83a, DP83b, GM82a, GM82b, Gri85, Jac86a, Jac86b, JS89a, JS89b, Lev83, Pat83, Tes86a, Tes86b, Bro87, DJM86].

**Processors**
[Kri84a, Kri84b].

**Product**
[Isl83b, Les88d, NMP82].

**Production**
[Gom85].

**Productivity**
[Pan88].

**Professional**
[Bak89].

**Profiler**
[McK83c, McK83d, ZH88].

**Program**
[Bis87a, Bob88, Bry83a, Bry83b, Che89, Cra87a, Cra87b, LC87b, MC85a, MC85b, Nac88a, Nac88b, PK88, Ros88, Sax85b, Sax85c, Sch86a, Ste85].

**Programdb**
[Kal82].

**Programmers**
[GRA88c, Gra88a, Gra88b].

**Programming**
[BS85a, BS85b, BO87, Boy84, Br88a, Car87a, Car87b, Cow82, Cox83, DR86, DR89, Den86, DHKW87, D085, DJ88, Don89a, Gin88, Gria89, Hae86a, Hae86b, Isa83a, Jam88, KLP88a, KLP88b, Kaz85a, Kaz85b, Koe85, Kor83a, Kor83b, Kre83, KI82, Lam83, LQ87, MP84, Pow84, Roc89a, RS87, SC88, SS87, Str87d, Str87e, Tur87, Tut82, Ros87d, Gro88, Lea89].

**Programs**
[Ban83, Bih88, Bis83, DC85, Gor87a, Gor87b, Ken83, Kra88b, Kue89, LNS85, Lib87, MS89, Muu87, Neu86a, Neu86b, OR88, Per82a, Per82b, dR83a, Sch82, Ste83a, Ste83b, Wil87b, YTS88, ZH88, TH83a, TH83b].

**Progress**
[Wei85a, Wei85b].

**Project**
[AF87, BG88b, Br88a, Eat88, Geo88b, GP88, Jen83, Mas83a, M888c, M888a, MSM88b, MSM88c, OCD+$87$, PF84a, PF84b, SHI85, USE88d, V887b, Vos85, Abb87, Bar89, Dav89b, Geo88a, Get84, Ste89a, V887a, Wei85].

**Projections**
[Dro84].

**Projects**
[Che82, Mi89].

**Prolog**
[CLH+$89$].

**Prompts**
[Wil87b].

**Proposals**
[OD83b].

**Proposed**
[Har84, Lon82b, USJ83].

**Protection**
[FA88, Kle85].

**Protocol**
[Che87c, Fed88a, Fed88b, GM89, NB84, Par87, SL88, Sku88, Ste88a, Sun88, YSF89].

**Protocols**
[Duc89, F8+$86$, Hed89, Mur88c, OT85, Sch89, Yam88].

**Prototext**
[Gur88].

**Prototype**
[CP84a, CP84b, F88a, MN85a, MN85b, RW87].

**Prototyping**
[BSY88a, BSY88b, Sha89, Son88a, Son88b, Sto88].

**Pseudo**
[WO88].

**Psfig**
[BD87b].

**PSIBER**
[Hop89].

**Psyche**
[SLM89].

**Psychology**
[Les83].

**Purdue**
[GM82a, GM82b].

**Purdue/EE**
[GM82a, GM82b].

**Purpose**
[CS86, CH83a, CH83b, Iss83a, LL83a, LL83b, LL83b, MH88, MK88, Pet83, Yam88].

**Putting**
[BPM87].

**PWB**
[KAH83b].

**PWB/II**
[KAH83b].

**QDP**
[And82a, And82b].

**Quaterniion**
[Duf85].

**Queries**
[Mey82b].

**Questions**
[JLMM82].

**Queue**
[Zho87].

**Queueing**
[KM82].

**Quick**
[And82a, And82b].

**QuickPak**
[Bak89].

**Quotas**
[Zwi89].

**Radio**
[NY88].

**RAID**
[KLB89].

**Rapid**
[HP89a, HP89b, BC89, WS83a, WS83b].

**RASH**
[HP89a, HP89b].

**Raster**
[Coh87, Dan83a, Dan83b, PBT86].

**Ratfor**
[BB83, Col84a, Mar84, Nor84, Gro82].

**ratfor-T**
[Gr802].

**Ray**
[Del87, Muu87, Sta87a, Sta87b].

**Ray-Tracing**
[Muu87, Sta87a, Sta87b].

**Rdb**
[Man83a, Man83b].

**RDBMS**
[Ton87].

**RDOS**
[H83].

**RDP**
[Par87].

**Re**
[AG88a, AG88b, Hir83].

**Re-engineering**
[AG88a, AG88b].

**Re-inventing**
[Hir83].

**Readers**
[Ivi84a, Ivi84b].

**Reading**
[Ivi84a, Ivi84b].

**Real**
[HRO82a, All83a, All83b, BFGK89, BV88, BL88a, BL88b, Bar88a, Bar88b, BK88a, BK88b, BSR88, Bia83, Bla83c, Cie88, DC85, DW88, DJ88, Geo82a, Geo82b, GB89, GB89].
Hum89, Jac83, Kee88, Koe84, Koe87b, Lad88a, Lad88b, Leb87, Les83, Les88d, Lou82, Mas83a, McG85, Mei84, Mil89, Mor88e, Nac86, NM83a, NM83b, Nic89, O'D83c, PF84a, PF84b, Per87a, Per83, Rod87, Sof83, Sof84, Sch83b, Sig87, Ste84, Sti83, Sve83, TP86, Usr82, USE82b, USE83b, Ass83b, USE84b, USE88c, Ass88e, USE89a, Wam83a, Wam83b, War84, Egg89, KNN88a, KNN88b, ML88a, MdM88, STV87, USE89j.

Sol [Gie83]. Solid [Sta87a, Sta87b, Mas83b, Mas83c]. solve [Ste88a]. Solving [LLM87, Tie88]. Some [Bal83, Miy88, dR83a, SF86, Spa89, TH82, Tuo83, RR85]. SOL [SGH+89]. Source [BBT83, Bou89, CR89, FKT83, Fil85, Kal82, Lor88c, Tan87a, TS87, Les88a]. Sources [Wat83]. Space [Hop89, Yam88, Zwi89]. Spaces [Akk87]. Spacing [Akk88]. Speaks [JK86]. Special [Yam88]. Specific [PF84a, PF84b]. Specification [KT88a, KT88b]. Specifying [Tuo83]. Speed [Ban82, Ren88a, Ren88b, Ren88c]. Spell [Bey88]. Spelling [Ros82]. SPIFF [Nac88a, Nac88b]. Spline [Seq86, Sta87a, Sta87b]. Splines [Duf85, Tho86]. Spring [Ass88b, USE88e, Ass89b, Ass89f, Ass89e]. Sprite [Dou89, NO88a, NO88b, O'D87+87, WO88]. SPUDS [Lad88b, Lad88a]. spy [Spe89]. SQL [Mey82b]. Squads [HF89]. ST [Col88, GD89]. Stable [Ell85]. Standard [Bi88a, Bol88, Gre82a, Gre82b, HA84, Kee88, Old88a, Old88b, RW87, Til84, Bak89]. Standards [Car88d, Cra83, Hae89, Hay88, Isa83b, Lyc83b, Lyc83a, Lyc84, Mac83a, Mac83b, McC88, Mei84, Mey82a, Pet83, Sha83, Sva83, USJ83]. Startage [Wei85c]. start [MT89]. Started [Dav89a]. State [TWM86a, TWM86b, Zwi88a, Zwi88b]. State-wide [TWM86a, TWM86b]. Stateful [AF86]. Stateless [GM89]. Static [Par88a]. Status [Bla83a, Ker84, KL82b, Lyc83b, Rei83, SHH85]. STD [Cer82, Cer83]. Steal [Spe88]. Stellix [TG88]. Sticky [Ban82]. still [RR85]. Stone [McD87]. Storage [AN88, Ell85, HP89a, HP89b, Kiv84, Les88b]. Storms [McK88a]. straight [PS89]. Straightforward [PBL86]. Strategies [Cab86, Mas88a]. Strategy [Sin88]. Stream [Raf87]. STREAMS [CE89a, CE89b, KM87, ROS87a, Rag89a, Rag89b]. STREAMS-Based [CE89a, CE89b]. Strengthening [LG88]. StrongBox [YTS88]. Structure [KBT89, TM82]. Structured [Big85, VL88a, VL88b]. Structures [BED+85, Cog87, Gri89, PG87]. Stub [Rei87a, Rei87b]. Student [TH87]. Studies [ESS89]. Study [BG88b, CM85, Car87a, Car87b, Fen87, Ham87, Kin86, KL87a, KL87b, MFS89, SB88a, SB88b, Tri87]. Style [Kir87, Mey82a, Pik83, SS87, Ros87d]. Subjects [Ral88a, Ral88b]. Subscription [Lad88a, Lad88b]. Subscription-Oriented [Lad88a, Lad88b]. Substrate [OD87a, O'D87b]. Subsystem [AO86, KM83, MK85a]. successor [Hum87]. Suggested [Lin88b]. Suggestions [Mac83a, Mac83b]. SUID [Kra88b, Win88]. Suitable [Kuc89]. Suited [Min82a, Min82b]. Summer [LS83b, Sof83, Sof84, USE82a, USE82b, USE83b, USE84a, USE84b, USE85e, USE85a, USE86c, USE86a, USE87f, Ass88c, USE88h, Ass88f, ASS89e, USE89f, USE89b]. SUN [Bec82, Dav89a, Lau81c, AM85a, AM85b, GMW86, Kie86, LS83b, Rei87a, Rei87b, SGK+85, TG86, WLS+85]. SUNDEW [Gos86a, Gos86b]. SunNet [Cha85]. SunOS [Cha87b, GLDW87, GMS87, Gin88, MF89, Mor88a]. SunView [GBM87a, GBM87b]. Super [Ben82, Bis83]. Super-micro [Bis83]. Supercomputer [And88a, Miy88, TG88, Woh88].
Supercomputers [LM88a, LM88b, Ren88a, Ren88b, Ren88c, USE88a]. Supermicro [Gri85]. Superminis [Bot84]. Superuser [Chr89a, Chr89b, HCC87]. Support [BWS87a, BWS87b, Che87a, KGT89, Lam83, LW89a, LW89b, Man87b, MH88, MS89, Req85, RT83, San83, SE88, Ste86, YTS88]. Supported [Nor88]. Supporting [BWS87a, BWS87b, Che87a, KGTM89, Lam83, Man83a, Man83b, MF83, MH88, McG85, MS89, McK82b, Mer82, Mey85, Mil84a, MF89, MF89, Min82a, Min82b, MMTW88, Moy83a, Moy83b, NM83a, NM83b, Ney83a, Ney83b, Ohk84, OM86, Orr83, Par88b, PDM88, Pat83, PF84a, PF84b, Pea88, Pik89, PL89, PG87, Pow84, PR85, PY84a, PY84b, RRSZ89, Rail88a, Rail88b, RC83, RLML86a, RLML86b, Rod86, RKPP88, Sal88, Sam87].

Synchronize [BB87, Kaz87, RL88, TBJ88].
Synchronized [GM89]. Syntactic [FJ82]. Syntax [HA84, LC77]. Synthesis [Bee86, PMI88]. SYSTANT [Boy84].

System [HR82a, AK88, AmA88, ACK89, Arr86, BB84, BG88a, BH86, BFGK89, Bar88a, Bar88b, BK88a, BK88b, BK85, Bec84, Ben82, BK87, BP88a, BP88b, Bis87b, Bla83b, Bla83c, BEHW86a, BEHW86b, BW87, BERS88a, BERS88b, Bot84, Bou89, BC84, Bro89b, BK84, BP84, BL88, CM86a, CM86b, CC87, CR87, Car82a, Car82b, CQ83a, CQ83b, CB83, CFA85, Co84c, CP84a, CP84b, CAG89a, CAG89b, CR89, Cra83, CL89, Cyg88, Dat88, Dav89c, DRK89, Del87, DV89, DLM87, DO85, DJ88, Duf89b, DLP83a, DP83b, EST86, EVA88a, EVA88b, EBF85a, EBF85b, Fed83, Fel84, FFI86, Fil85, FS89, FW89, Ful89b, Gle83, GKB86, Gle89, GPF86a, GPF86b, GOS86a, GOS86b, GP88, GD89, GZ84a, GZ84b, HZ89a, HZ89b, HK83, HZQ87, Har87a, Har87b, Har88a, Har88b, HRO82b, HLW84, He82, HA84].

System [HP89a, HP89b, HIL89, HH86, HK86a, HK86b, HH88, Hom87, Hop87c, Hum88a, Ivi84a, Ivi84b, JS89a, JS89b, JHRR86, JC88, Jon88, KTS86a, KTS86b, KN88, KGT89, Kar83, Ker88, KK89a, KM82, KIV84, KLE86, Koe87b, KM87, KAH83b, KK89b, KKK89c, Kra88a, Lad88a, Lad88b, Lam83, LM88a, LM88b, LM84, LEG88, LLM87, Lee89, LB89a, LB89b, Les88c, Lev83, LH84a, LH84b, LFN89a, LFN89b, LSF89b, LSC89c, MC85a, MC85b, Man83a, Man83b, MF83, MH88, McG85, MS89, McK82b, Mer82, Mey85, Mil84a, MF89, MF89, Min82a, Min82b, MMTW88, Moy83a, Moy83b, NM83a, NM83b, Ney83a, Ney83b, Ohk84, OM86, Orr83, Par88b, PDM88, Pat83, PF84a, PF84b, Pea88, Pik89, PL89, PG87, Pow84, PR85, PY84a, PY84b, RRSZ89, Rail88a, Rail88b, RC83, RLML86a, RLML86b, Rod86, RKPP88, Sal88, Sam87].

System [SW82, SJL87, Sau88, Sax85b, Sax85c, SR85a, SR85b, SL89, Seq85, Sha89, SGH89, Sho87, Shu89, SM84, ST89a, ST89b, Spe89, Sta87a, Sta87b, SD87, Sto87, STT86a, STT86b, Sve83, Tag83, TM82, TH87, Tes82, Tes86a, Tes86b, Tho85a, Tho85b, TBJ88, TR84, TWM86a, TWM86b, Tur87, USE87d, Uhl87, Uit87a, Uit87b, UJ83, Van88, WLS85, Wam83a, Wam83b, War83, Wat88c, Wei83, WR87, WOLS89, Woh88, YKK89, Yos85, ZDS85, Zuc83b, Zuc83c, ZP89, vM88, Hun88b, Hun88c, PG88c, SS88, WJ82, AO86, Bal83, CGFCT88, Cyg88, Ery86, Goo84, Gou86, Gu83, Hec88, How88, Hug86, Kaz88, Len86b, LK82, LZ82, Mili84b, Phi84, Pos88, RK88, RGL88, RGDP88, Sal83, Sch83c, Ter87, Tim85, Ton87, TW84, Ups82, Wei84a, WO88, Wili89]. System/370 [Ery86]. System/Three [Lev83].

Systematic [BB88a, BB88b]. Systems [All83c, AF87, ACK89, AQ84, BSR88, Bob88, BFS89, Bru88, CJI89, Car88d, Che82, CS86, Cla89, CDT89a, CDT89b, CN88, Dan83a, Dan83b, DW88, Don88, Duf89a, EGL86, ELS88b, Get86, Gol88, GB89, Hal85b, Hun88a, Isa82a, Isa82b, JN88, Kaz85a, Kaz85b, Koe87a, KL82a, KM83, LP89, LW89a, LW89b, LZ82, MLRC88, Man87b, Mar84, Mas83b, Mas83c, McG85,
MVB84, Mid87, Mil86, Nac86, O'D87c, Oti88, Pea83, Pik88, Poe87, RL88, RWNA87, RW86b, RW86a, Rob89, Roc89a, Roc89b, Roc89c, RAA+88, SS88, Sen87, Smi89, SC88, SNS88, STA86, TGB+89, USE88c, Ass88a, Ass88b, Ass88c, Ass88d, Ass88e, USE88f, Ass89a, Ass89b, Ass89c, Ass89d, USE89d, Ass89e, USE89k, War82, WS83a, WS83b, Wat88a, WH83, Woz82, YT83, UE88, Hag83, TH83a, TH83b, SSNU87.

T [Gro82]. table [MD87]. Tables [Hae83]. Tabstar [Wai82]. Tactical [SSNU87]. Tactics [Mas83a]. Take [Mor88b, Mor88c]. Taking [McD87]. Tales [Tay86]. Talking [Tuo83]. Talk [Bey87]. Tape [Jaf87, Kri84a, Kri84b]. Targeting [Gar86]. Task [Mok88, Oti88, PJ89a, PJ89b, RL88, Sho87]. Tasking [BP84]. Tasks [PL89, Shu89]. TCB [SW88]. TCP [FFH+86, Fer85, JLSG84, KM86, MT89, NB84, WG84]. TCP/IP [FFH+86, Fer85, JLSG84, NB84, WG84]. Teaching [BD87a, Tut82]. Technical [FKN85a, FKN85b, Kin84, Tii88, USE88d]. technique [Cor82]. Techniques [Mok88, VM84]. Technologies [Mas88]. Technology [Che87a, Les83]. Telephone [Red85]. Tell [O'D87c, LK82]. TEMPO [GZ84a, GZ84b]. Terminal [FL82, Fos83a, Fos83b, Lee89, Mac83a, Mac83b, MR88c, Pik84a, Pik84b, Col88]. Terminal-Independent [Mac83a, Mac83b]. Terminals [Ney83a, Ney83b]. Terminofo [Hor82b]. Test [DR83b, Hor82a]. Testing [CM89a, CM89b, CLH+89, Dix82, Wat88b]. Texas [USE85c]. Text [Gur88, KV89, Lee87b, Pik84a, Pik84b, Wal86a, Wal86b, Zem83]. Text-Oriented [Pik84a, Pik84b]. Them [BED+85, Ess85]. There [TA82, O'D83a]. Third [USE86d]. Thoughts [Hal85a, Har85a, Har85b, Tho86]. Threads [BW88a, CHS89, TRG+87]. Three [Lev83]. Tightly [Imm85]. Tilde [CD85].

Time [HRO82a, All83a, All83b, AO86, BFGK89, BV88, BL88a, BL88b, Bar88a, Bar88b, BK88a, BK88b, BSR88, Bla83b, Bla83c, Cir88, DW88, Geo82a, Geo82b, GB89, GW86a, GW86b, GZ84a, GZ84b, HRO82b, Hor82a, Hum89, Isa82a, Isa82b, Jam88, JS89a, JS89b, JSW87, JHRR86, Kat82c, LGZ88, LLS88, MR88d, MR88e, Ney83a, Ney83b, NMP82, Oti88, PB84, RL88, Ra188a, Ra188b, RT83, RGDP88, Sho87, SM88a, SM88b, USE88c, Ass88e, Wat88a, DJ88, LH84a, LH84b, STT86a, STT86b].

Time-sharing [Ney83a, Ney83b]. Timesharing [MF83]. Tinfoil [ACF+86]. Together [BPM87]. tolerant [LA89a, LA89b]. Tool [And82a, And82b, BSY88a, BSY88b, Cha87a, CM89a, CM89b, Chr89a, Chr89b, Haw88a, Haw88b, JA88, Kor89a, Kor89b, LOR88a, LOR88b, Neu86a, Neu86b, Pax84, RWNA87, RSV85, Tk88, Tu82, WS83a, WS83b, MdM88].

Tool-based [LOR88a, LOR88b]. Toolkit [MA88, RW87, Roc89b, Roc89c, SA88, Wal87, WS84, ML88, PHS+88a, PHS+88b, PB86, RGDP88]. Tools [And88a, BB83, Bre83, Che87a, DM83, DR83b, Fos89, Gro82, Han82, HSY88, Hat82, Hau83, Haw85, Hen83, Jac83, Kee88, KL87a, KL87b, Lor88c, Lon82, Mei84, O'D83c, Per83, Sch86a, Sch83a, Sch83b, SREC88, Sve83, TP86, Usr82, USE82b, USE83b, Ass83b, USE84b, UJ83, Yos85]. Top [Epp89]. Top-level [Epp89]. TOPS [Bee84a, Bee84b, Hat82]. TOPS-20 [Hat82]. TOPS-20-like [Bee84a, Bee84b]. Toronto [Sof83, USE83b, KL82a]. Tour [Col89, Par86, See89]. TOWER [CE89a, CE89b]. TRACE [Cla88].

TRACE/UNIX [Cla88]. Tracer [Rod86].

Tracing [Del87, Muu87, ZDS85, Sta87a, Sta87b]. Tracking [Har87a, Har87b]. Trade
[Kri84a, Kri84b]. **Trade-Os**

[Ado89, ACK89, CCF89, Cla89, DHKW87, Epp89, Ful89a, HSY88, LLS88, LA89a, LA89b, MH88, Sun88, Tal89a, Tal89b, USE89h]. **Transaction-Based** [DHKW87].

**Transactions** [Due89]. **Transcending** [PL89]. **Transition** [MW84]. **Transitioning** [Nor88].

**Translation** [Gil86, LC87b, TBJW88].

**Transmission** [NSB85]. **Transparent** [DF84, Pik88, URK85, Hug86]. **Transputer** [LM88a, LM88b, Sch89]. **Transputer-based** [LM88a, LM88b, Sch89]. **Traps** [Don89b]. **Tree** [Yos85]. **Trees** [CD85, Gle89, LC87b]. **Trials** [O'D83b]. **Trick** [Dav89b]. **TROFF** [Akk87, KM84b, KM84a, Akk88, Fox87, LNSZ85]. **Trojan** [LG88].

**TRS** [DP83a, DP83b]. **TRS-XENIX** [DP83a, DP83b].

**Tumult** [JS89b, JS89a]. **Tumult-64** [JS89b, JS89a]. **Tunible** [Jac86a, Jac86b]. **Tuning** [Jac87, Sam87, Woh88].

**Tunis** [EBFH85b, FH88, HMP83a, HMP83b, EBFH85a]. **Tunnels** [UTC84]. **Tuples** [Kat82c]. **Turing** [CH83a, CH83b]. **Turn** [Til87a, Til87b]. **Turning** [Lit87]. **Tutorial** [Til83, Wil88].

**Tutorials** [Kle87]. **Twice** [Tay88]. **Two** [Bih88, GS87, Gol88, Les87, TH83a, TH83b].

**TX** [Til88, USE85b, USE88], USE89c].

**Type** [Mur88d, Mur88e, Str88b, Str88c, Str88d, Str88e, Str88f]. **Type-safe** [Str88b, Str88c, Str88d, Str88e, Str88f]. **Types** [Kle86, Str88a, Str89c]. **Typesetter** [KM84b, KM84a].

**Typesetter-Independent** [KM84b, KM84a].

**UBOAT** [Kle87]. **UCSD** [LM83a, LM83b, Mer82]. **UFOS** [BFGK89].

**ULMS** [SE88]. **Ultracomputer** [EGL86].

**ULTRIX** [CHS89, Sin88, HC88, NY88].

**Uncle** [KL87a, KL87b]. **Undergraduate** [Mor88e]. **UNICOS** [Eat88, Woh88, Fou88, Rit88]. **UNICUBIX** [Seq86]. **Unification** [Dav88]. **Unified** [Roc89a].
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